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Abstract 
The studies at village communities generally relate to poverty issues, circulation of village elites, formal village 
leadership and village community participation. Other studies discuss the determination of cultural values on 
agrarian differentiation, farmer resistance, and state interference in rural economy. This study relates with rural 
local elites, especially socio-religious field. The study focus is how the religious elites in villages maintain their 
authority. This study uses a qualitative approach. The study results show that although the village religious elite 
and their group members are no longer dominate the rural economy and control the formal village leadership, but 
this group still occupies a high level in society. One element dominated by group members from religious elite is 
education, especially religious knowledge. 
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1. Introduction  
Previous rural studies, especially Java rural, usually more focused on life of rural communities based on problem 
of poverty. Such studies were conducted by Penny and Singarimbun (1972), Mubyarto, et al. (1984), Amaluddin 
(1987), Penny (1990), McCulloch et al (2007), Pattinama (2009), Sutopo, (2017) and Nasution, et al (2018). 

Other studies focus on village humans in relation with circulation of village elites (Usman, 1990; Kauffman 
and Rudd, 2006; Choi, 2014) or formal village leadership (Fathoni, et al., 2015; and Alkadafi et al., 2018). The 
emphasis on issue of cultural value determination on agrarian differentiation was done by Rahman (1995), Annisa, 
et al (2009), farmer resistance by Suliadi (2015) and Putri (2017), and farmer resistance related to state interference 
in rural economy by Bertrand (1995) and Siahaan (1996), 

This study focuses on local elites in rural areas. The studies of local elites generally examine the formal 
leadership or political elites in village. Khairul Amin (2017) explained the maps of the social relations between 
the community and village government and how the community participates in government itself. Meanwhile, 
Heru Cahyono (2005) focused on local political elites and other formal elites in village. Furthermore, Muhammad 
Fadli et al. (2018) examined the local political elites and religious and traditional leaders. Potluka and Fanta (2018) 
examined the role of formal and informal leadership in rural development. 

This study follows up the findings of Ridjal (2004-a), Ridjal et al. (2019) and Ridjal et al (2020) related to 
local elites in religious field at rural areas, especially related to Islamic nuanced traditions. The dynamics of Islamic 
life in Java have been studied by Woodward (2004 and 2011). This study was conducted at a village within 
Jombang Regency, East Java Province. This study focus is the strategies undertaken by religious elites to build 
authority, especially to control the cultural life of their people. Therefore, the research question is "How do local 
elites in religious sector develop the authority to control the socio-religious life of community?" 
 
2. Framework and Methodology 
Identity and authority play a central role to implement the socialization function. One fundamental aspects of social 
interaction is some individuals have more influence than others. Social power can be defined as a person's ability 
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to create conformity when the affected people may seek to oppose the change (Fiske, 1993; Keltner et al, 2003). 
People with large influence to control other people are shown by Stanley Milgram (1963). Milgram is interested 
toe examine the factors to make people obey the orders of people in authority. 

To know the development of authority, it is necessary to recognize the background differences in social status 
in society, especially in rural areas. Differences in social status in rural areas were studied by Shedenova and 
Beimisheva (2013). Meanwhile, Wahyono (2017) stated that social stratification of Javanese society in rural areas 
in 19th century largely depended on land ownership patterns. Furthermore, Rahman and Selvijanti (2018) 
emphasize that relationships, communication and socialization in society is a social system created to makes the 
community divided into layers or positions based on beliefs, values, norms and customs in society. 

The authority under study is classified as traditional authority. Mansur et al. (2013), Nasution (2017), and 
Ludeke et al (2013) also reviewed the traditional authority. The concept of elite from Laswell and Kaplan (1950) 
which stated, "... a class consisting of those who have succeeded to achieve domination in society, in sense that 
the created values receive high evaluation in the community”. Furthermore, Soemardi (1991) added that ... these 
values may be in form of power, wealth, honor, knowledge, and others. Those who succeed have the most are 
called elites; the crowd the rest is the mass. 

As for requirements for mastery of values, Laswell and Kaplan (1950) stated that elite manages to have the 
most of values because of their skills and personality traits. The accumulation of high ratings in society in certain 
groups or circles, they occupy a high position in social stratification system that lives in that community (Ridjal, 
2004). Max Weber stated that social stratification is the classification of people belonging to a particular social 
system into hierarchical layers in according with dimensions of property, prestige and power (Waters and Waters, 
2015). 

This study uses a qualitative approach. The method used refers to directions of Miles et al (2014), Tracy 
(2013) and Yin (2011). Ridjal (2003) argued that study like this aims to explore or construct a proposition or 
explain meaning behind reality. Researchers stand on realities occurred in field. This study meets the social world 
of everyday life. 

This study explores the phenomena in world and embeds the findings obtained in it. Therefore, the field 
research was done based on cases, ideography, and emics to pay attention to specifications of certain cases. The 
meaning of social phenomena, through the self-intersubjectives method, is emphasized but the objective conditions 
of socio-cultural life are not ruled out (Ridjal, 2003). 

This study focuses the attention on everyday cultural life. The study area is emphasized on the cultural 
traditions that live in society. These cultural traditions are the basis for data collection. Furthermore, this study 
also pays attention to Anderson and Jack's (1991) statement that nature and level of community is largely a about 
individual definition. Therefore, data collection and the representation of study units emphasize on procedures to 
implement the underlie traditions and values, and more importantly the meaning of individuals as members of 
society towards traditions. 

The data collection involves informants to clarify the field data for cross-checking field data. The collected 
data is interpreted by considering the informants' understanding. This allows for different interpretations of data 
about the same event. The researchers made a clarification by involving more informants, including informants 
who lived outside the study location village. Ridjal (2003) stated that such a step is a form of applying techniques 
for consistency and congruence of field data. Lincoln and Guba (1985) and Merriam (1995) used congruence term 
for internal validity, and consistency or dependability for reliability of qualitative data. 

The researchers followed Adler and Adler's (1994) directions to get data collection with high level of 
consistency and congruence. The multiple observers’ strategy is used to test the relevance of data through peer 
discussions and seminars, using various data collection techniques from various sources in study location situation. 
Data analysis takes place simultaneously with data collection process or through the stages of flow model from 
Miles and Huberman (1994), namely data collection, data reduction, data presentation, and verification that run 
simultaneously. 
 
3. Data Description and Discussion 
Geertz (1981) argued that structure of Javanese village society was generally under the joint influence of Islam 
and colonialism. Therefore, study of cultural life of Javanese rural communities cannot be separated from Clifford 
Geertz (1960) views in his work The Religion of Java. Geertz (1960) classified Javanese society into three cultural 
variants, namely santri, priyayi, and abangan, although the classification of Javanese cultural variants is still 
debatable. Legge (in Muchtarom, 1988) stated that such classification creates potential confusion the different 
categories, because in fact there is santri-priyayi or abangan-priyayi. Therefore, other experts emphasize that 
Javanese society is actually divided into two cultural parts, namely the santri group and abangan group (McVey, 
1970). 

This study was done in rural Javanese communities without neglect the cultural value system of "Javanese 
religion". However, this study does not completely follow Cliffort Geertz's view, but it also follows McVey's view. 
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The community at study location, as pointed out by a number of villagers, initially consisted of gendera ijo (green 
flags or symbols of santri) and gendera abang (red flag or symbol of abangan). This refers to kirata for Jombang 
area name - an acronym for Ijo and Abang words. Kirata is word abbreviation of kira-kira ning nyata (guessed but 
real). It is a word processing strategy to achieve a meaning that "feels appropriate" (Ridjal, 2004-b), which in 
Javanese means cocog (Geertz, 1993). The term kirata has also been studied by Kholil (2009), Parsudi Suparlan 
(2006) and Tiani (2018). 

The village community at study location in the next period was developed into three identity groups, namely 
Wong njero, wong njaba and wong mambu-mambu (Ridjal, 2004-a; 2019). Ridjal (2004-a) stated that Wong njero 
is a symbol of identity for members of kyai family, wong njaba is a symbol of identity to describes members of 
society who are politically and socially at lower strata, and most of village government officials generally come 
from circles symbolized as wong mambu-mambu. Based on kinship, members of wong mambu-mambu group 
consider themselves to have kinship with Wong njero. Meanwhile, those who come from wong njaba group 
consider themselves not to have direct kinship with other two groups, especially with Wong njero (Ridjal, 2004-
a). 

Ridjal (2004-a) stated that the founder of the researched village was Mbah Kiai Isman. This is based on 
legends that have genealogical myths that live in village communities. The village founder is believed by villagers 
to be the descendant of Prince Alif, a Majapahit era cleric who was buried in Betek, Mojoagung. The legend is 
more of a folklore, or story of mouth from generation to generation. The folklore that Prince Alif was a noble in 
Majapahit era was not supported by valid empirical data. In fact, tombstone of Alif's grave was written the death 
was in 1700s, or in XVII century. The Majapahit palace had collapsed in 1400s, or the XIV century. Thus, Pangeran 
Alif was actually a noble in era of Surakarta Palace government. However, public believes more in truth of folklore 
story. Alif's grave is visited by many pilgrims, especially every Friday night. 

Isman as a descendant of Alif become the founder of village and the village leader. After Isman passed away, 
village leadership was continued by his sons Hasani (religious affairs) and Abdul who was also called Mbah 
Muketar (village head). In The village leadership was continued by Hasani's sons, Nurman and Maskur. Nurman 
is trusted to control the leadership in religious sector, or as a village Kyai. Meanwhile, Maskur holds the formal 
leadership of village, as the village head. In next period, these two fields were controlled by Bari as Nurman's 
second son, since 1946 until he resigned as village head due to old age in 1989. After that, members of Wong njero 
family no longer controlled the formal village leadership or village head. However, leadership in religious sector 
or village kyai has remained under the control of members of Wong njero family from generation to generation. 

There were two groups of people who were not kinship based on their descent during Isman's leadership. 
They are kadam (Kiai's helper) and migrants as agricultural laborers (Ridjal, 2004). The term kadam in this study 
is not much different from term studied by Ma'rifatun (2016), namely kadam. The kadam occupy the grant land, 
close to residential area of the Isman family. According to story of villagers, Hasani donated a yard of 
approximately 4000 m2 to a loyal kadam named Mukasip to be used by Mukasip's descendants forever, but with 
following conditions: (1) it cannot be sold, and (2) it cannot be inherited. 

The migrants live at north of village. This location was donated by Isman. This is because most of residents 
who live in north of this village work as farm laborers, who work in rice fields and yards belonging to Isman 
family. Because they came from among wage workers, not from village founder, they were eventually given a 
symbol of identity as wong njaba. This story is stated by a number of community members who come from wong 
njaba circles, including the former maids in Nurman family. The characteristics distinguish the three groups of 
Isman family, kadam, and immigrants are agricultural land control, formal education, and especially the mastery 
of religious knowledge. 

After Isman's two sons, Hasani and Abdul, village leadership was subsequently controlled by Hasani's two 
sons. They are Nurman and Maskur. The socio-religious life in this village greatly improved during the leadership 
of Nurman and Maskur. They established a pesantren, renovated a mosque, and built a family burial site behind 
the mosque. This village has been known by residents of surrounding villages as a santri village or religious 
kedhung, a local term for a center for religious teaching and learning activities, or pesantren. It is likened to 
kedhung (lake) because it can recede, which means that there is little water left; it is no longer the center because 
the descendants of Kiai's successors are less steeped in religious knowledge, or njero which means deep and watery; 
it means to remain as a center. The change in designation of village identity in turn encourages efforts to separate 
family descendants. It was at this time that terms that described local identities began to be put forward, which 
were initially associated with family descent backgrounds. These local identities are Wong njero, wong njaba and 
wong mambu-mambu. Thus, Kyai Nurman era was the early days where the differences in symbols of local cultural 
identity as Wong njero, wong njaba and wong mambu-mambu began to emerge. 

Wong njero is a symbol of identity the members of Hasani family who have never been married to wong 
njaba. This group is believed to have advantages in terms of mastery of religious knowledge and a higher level of 
formal education than other circles. In addition, Wong njero is also symbolized as a controlling model for socio-
religious and moral life. Therefore, every socio-religious activity such as recitation and various other slametans 
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(alms) are always led by representatives from these circles, or at least leading prayers. 
The Wong njero circles also receive special treatment in their daily interactions with other community 

members, especially with wong njaba circles. This can be observed from their nicknames which are always given 
the addition of article subasita, namely the nickname of respect. The article names for their names appear to be 
tiered. For men consisting of Mbah and Gus; while for women consist of Mbah, Ibu and Ning. With regard to such 
vocation, they generally feel that they are members of a civilized family group. In fact, according to them, term 
santri village or religious kedhung is seen as a reflection of community behavior. Although not exactly the same, 
this possibility is similar to opinion of Elias (1988) regarding the civilization process originating from code of 
conduct of palace life in Europe. 

The control to agricultural land, formal education, and especially mastery of religious knowledge are 
predominate characteristics to distinguish the two groups. In early days of village, control of agricultural land was 
dominated by members of village's founding family, who were also ancestors of Wong njero community. Along 
with development of society, tenure of agricultural land is experiencing fragmentation. Members of Wong njero 
group no longer dominate to control the area of agricultural land. As for education --- both formal and informal --
- it seems that members of Wong njero circles really care about it. In terms of formal education, information 
obtained from villagers stated that during the early days of independence, Nurman family had enrolled one of their 
sons in a public high school owned by Christian Foundation. The action of Nurman family was considered as a 
very brave act done by a Kyai at that time. In fact, this family also has an Islamic education foundation (madrasah) 
in Jombang. However, in afternoon and evening, child must recite religious knowledge at Islamic boarding school 
founded by Nurman. 

Most of Wong njero family members attend to Islamic boarding schools and general education. They learn 
religious knowledge not only at pesantren in their village, but also in other schools in other areas. They also learn 
through formal education (public schools) and also non-formal education (reciting religious knowledge). However, 
recently, most children from Wong njero family prefer to study in formal schools and not live in pesantren. As for 
study of religious knowledge or the Koran he did in his hometown, taught by his own relatives who were alumni 
of pesantren. 

The residents from Wong njero community have advantages in fields of religious knowledge and formal 
education than those from other circles. Wong njero community has symbolic legitimacy as a model for socio-
religious and moral life, or considered as "role model". Every socio-religious activity, especially those related to 
traditional socio-religious rituals, as recitation, tahlilan, manakiban, nariyahan and dibaan are always led by 
representatives from these circles, or at least lead the prayers. This indicates that this group has authority in socio-
religious field. 

Friedman (1995) stated that identity and authority play a very crucial role in do the socialization function. As 
mentioned in introduction, during the early days of village the accumulation of resources to build the dimensions 
of stratification system - namely, property, prestige, and power - were controlled by Wong njero (Ridjal, 2004). In 
connection with phenomenon of social life, position of Wong njero in hierarchy of power has the authority to 
construct symbols of religious identity. With their identity and authority under their control, their capacities greatly 
support the function of socialization or enculturation, namely in transmitting their cultural values. Moreover, 
identity and authority are supported by people culture. 

Anderson (1991), in Ideas of Power in Javanese Culture, describes the concept of power in culture using the 
contrasting method, namely the contrast between the concept of power in Javanese culture and concept of power 
in cultures in Europe and America. In Anderson's view, Javanese generally perceive power as energy that is sacred 
and sacred, but outside the person who uses it. Therefore, the power usage is automatic and has no moral 
implications and does not have quality requirements for a person. 

Based on above conception, a Javanese leader will assume that as long as he controls the source of power 
alone, he has something that identical with power itself. Therefore, automatically he can also control the people. 
Anderson's view is also true if it is related to stories or legends in village community regarding the period when 
the separation between Wong njero and wong njaba began to come to fore. In addition, views of residents who 
state that ancestors of Wong njero as village founders also support symbolic legitimacy in sense of prestige towards 
the hierarchy of local level authority. What has escaped from Anderson's attention is that Javanese often express 
themselves in symbolic manner of ceremonies and speech. According to Koentjaraningrat (1991), Javanese 
conception of power as a sacred and sacred energy force was nothing but a symbolic conception. Magical nature 
is indeed an important condition for a Javanese leader, but it is not the only and not even the most important. 

Based on this idea, the success of cultural values transmission process is supported by a relationship of 
authority. The concept of cultural transmission denotes the transmission of culture or widespread cultural elements: 
social orientation, skills, knowledge, and behavior. The scope of this distribution defines the boundaries of each 
culture. Research on transmission of intergenerational processes has focused on a various topics, such as gender 
roles in domestic work (Cordero-Coma & Esping-Andersen, 2018), work values (Cemalcilar, Secinti, & Sumer, 
2018), trauma (Zerach, Levin, Aloni, & Solomon, 2017), and academic self-concept (Mortimer, Zhang, Wu, 
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Hussemann, & Johnson, 2017). The theory of intergenerational cultural transmission stated that cultural ideas, 
beliefs, and practices are passed down from one generation to generation (Schönpflug, 2009). For example, 
Durham et al. (2009) examined intergenerational cultural transmission with a focus on language (Durham et al. 
2009) and Trofholz et al. (2018) examined family eating habits. 

The emergence of Wong njero identity symbol began at Nurman leadership. At that time, the only woman in 
Sumberarum who could read and write Latin letters and Arabic letters was Nurman's wife. In addition, first 
Sumberarum person to enter the pesantren education was Nurman. In fact, Nurman has become a student at several 
pesantren in East Java. The first pesantren that Nurman entered was the Mbah Kyai Kholil Bangkalan pesantren, 
Madura. And, last pesantren is the Mbah Kyai Zainuddin Cepoko pesantren, Nganjuk. Therefore, Wong njero 
identity symbol is also a manifestation of mastery of knowledge. Wong njero can also be interpreted as people 
who are njero (from Javanese which means: inside), which means literally: knowledgeable. This meaning is 
identical to Anderson's (1991) explanation of kalimasada story. 

The accumulation of religious knowledge among the Nurman family becomes the supporting factor for 
members of this circle to occupy an honorable position at Sumberarum. High position in social stratification system 
gives these circles authority and symbolic legitimacy in an effort to dominate their influence. Conditions like this 
really support the various actions that lead to symbolization of this village as a "santri village", or religious kedhung. 
With this symbol, politically and culturally the Wong njero circles are becoming increasingly dominant. 
 
4. Conclusion 
The local sub-cultural identities in this research location create differentiation. Initially, these identities were 
relates with differences in descent groups and residential locations of its members. During the development, these 
local sub-cultural identities turned into status groups, although they did not lead to social class. This is based on 
social stratification system developed in this village. 

The social stratification that lives and develops in village does not merely prioritize the differences in 
accumulation of wealth dimensions. Initially, social stratification in this village was based on differences in tenure 
of agricultural land. Most of agricultural land in village is owned by members of Wong njero group. However, 
when tenure of agricultural land experiences fragmentation, this group no longer controls rural agricultural land 
as in previous period. However, Wong njero identity still occupies a high social status. This can be observed from 
treatment of villagers to members of identity group. 

The power dimension also shows this condition. In early days of emergence of differences in local sub-
cultural identities, local village political elites were controlled by members of Wong njero group. This group 
controls the power (village head) in local political sphere and in socio-religious field (village kyai). However, since 
one of members of this group resigned as village head, due to old age, no member of this group has had the desire 
to run for village head. The position of village head has been controlled by residents who are not members of Wong 
njero identity group. Even so, members of Wong njero group still receive respect from villagers. 

The Wong njero group no longer accumulates the dimensions of wealth and local political power as in early 
days of village. However, respect of villagers for members of this group has not changed. Based on a historical 
perspective, only dimension of stratification controlled by Wong njero that is not replaced by other groups is 
education. The first woman in this village who was not illiterate was from this circle. The first people who enter 
to pesantren (Islamic traditional school) were also from this circle. Attention to importance of education from this 
circle is higher than that of other circles. Therefore, authority which is still controlled by members of Wong njero 
group is the informal power. Since the beginning of village until today, village kyai has been controlled by 
members of Wong njero family. The supporting factor that is still controlled by this informal authority is the 
education sector. The Wong njero group's attention to education continues until today. 
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